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Trilogy from a Japanese Lullaby in a Music Box

 1.
That we are asleep and not duly asleep but hear this:
The test of bells ringing we measure acutely by whose ears
vibrate in the first light, in the minor key of first color.

Minor doesn’t portend unimportance, only tone
and tone without reference: sadness without context.

The bells might be soft tines of music boxes the melody
a Japanese lullaby this time waking us.
Sad, simple minor.

That we are asleep (it doesn’t matter) no reliable judgment 
meant

no Cartesian deduction adhered to. That. we. sleeping no
interference between the combinations we want to make.
Ears and eyes exchange functions. This becomes solid.
And it’s solidity that we’ve sought
                                                        to avoid by falling asleep.

That we, sleeping, bells, tines’ chimes’ song minor.
Melody not a given, nor rhyme. Melody only one condition
from an endless set. Not preferable perhaps
easier.

 Asleep if the couch, boat, vehicle rocks
 off each of the possible axes.
 Roll pitch yaw that one view of the one first color.
 Open (means awake.) View equals melody.

 2.
We end in a trailer and derelict means broken asphalt
encroaching sand, you, I, our faces tightened the heat
derelict.

Something brings panic. Something brings up vestigial hormones
the need to run and yet there’s a quiet room, sheltered and locked,
paper on one side derelict scene on the other.

This new phase is lost.  New belongings lost.

Inside, the broken talisman. Inside the sand noise we make 
grinds

rebounds from floor to wall. Hollow sound in, out
on lubricant of cleanliness and repair.

This new phrase, rude organizing.

Around the trailer sand on a fractured asphalt slab.
I suddenly become your enemy.

Something brings panic. Something brings panic so strong and 
stubborn

we get tired, or wait, it’s me not you, you’re in the trailer
I’m trying to get back in.

And dive down again down to the door
to the asphalt scarf.

We are asleep, no not asleep but gathered, not touching, in heat.

Why do we repeat this scene? We are safe not captive.
Why come back?
Not because it’s pleasant. Not for reward.
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 3.
If dream,
                disc, alarm
if things immobile if omens,
anniversaries, danger are dismissed
and if “and if” were fossilized, barracked along
rows and rows of beds?

 If only seeing part of you
 only isolated parts.

If they won’t let you move freely only
slippery through them, if, “If ‘if’” is only question not
proposition then.

Of you sinking.  Then, if.

 If I wake from hot napping
 and the dream is too close to the fast blade 
 and I see you for a second
 in the cloth of your danger, then.
 If.

If only seeing you.

   

History as a Moment of Patriarchy

Strata of cloudy liquid.
Williams hovers below which Williams you ask.

Light, imported (from where irrelevant) in tubes
to be used for sudden illumination under ledges
or between the positives of crevice.

A boy and his dog somewhere beyond Williams
in a protein too injurious to risk.

The light is used. A sound has been detected.
Proper procedure dictates special behavior which
is not feasible. Light is employed to search out the source.

Companion, rest stop, director, passive viewer,
passenger, bread mate, dark sonnet,
lemmings tail us we must be cautious.
Below are the presences of our past
a well we draw from but
an impulse to be thwarted impinges on us.

The obsession with seeing below to them
thrills us.

The light of the world is uncontained, filters down
through abstract layers
from an unquenchable constant explosion
onto the surfaces of porcelain or grey moorings;
is silver and even, falls like a blanket
ignorant of its past.
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Landscape

This peculiar combination the
right streets wrong streets
tread (trepidation) lightly a
      yellow mar
   tarnishes forward momentum.

The landscape is a control.

   I’ll hold you down because you’re too buoyant because
   each time the scene I want you to notice comes by
   you’re bobbing above it, out of view.

     A scuff of yellow. A mar
     on the well-tended surface.

If one stays away too long the membrane of landscape grows 
tough.

You say the bobbing from details is a stropping to keen you
to enblade you to lightly slice the membrane.

Membrane of landscape the apparent visual of where we are the
control of what happens not the control that events and things
are regulated but the control that things, events are measured 

this
control is only a backdrop, tempera paint and clever lighting;
all scaffolding that must be broken down if the next membrane 

true yellow
mar of your attention is to be placed are to be positioned.

   *

Only the passage or gesture.

       Tank emptied the
   species spread out flat
       suspension tossed.

As if breath taken deeply in and released in crescendo
were not the completed structure but the essential element.

   Water is another.
   The living things in it
   without it dead.
   Breath gone.
   Paradox to terrestrials.

Essential element the motor of death.

No vessels to pierce.

 Passage would not mean anything.

   


